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Abstract  
Despite recent advances in increasing computer security by eliminating human involvement and error, there are still situations in which humans must manually perform computer security tasks, such as enabling automatic updates, rebooting machines to apply some of those updates, or enrolling in two-factor authentication. We argue that present bias—the tendency to discount future risks and gains in favor of immediate gratifications—could be the root cause explaining why many users fail to take such actions. Thus, we systematically explore the application of commitment devices, a technique from behavioral economics, to mitigate the effects of present bias on the adoption of end-user security measures. Offering users the option to be reminded or to schedule such tasks in the future could be effective in increasing their proclivity. While some current systems have begun incorporating such commitment nudges into software update messaging, we are unaware of rigorous scientific research that demonstrates how effective these techniques are, how they may be improved, and how they may be applied to other security behaviors. Using two online experiments, with over 1,000 participants total, we find that both reminders and commitment nudges can be effective at reducing the intentions to ignore the request to enable automatic updates (Study 1), and to install security updates and enable two-factor authentication, but not to configure automatic backups (Study 2). We also find that intentions of Mac OS users are generally more affected by these nudges.  
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1 Introduction  
In an ideal world, users would not need to do anything to stay safe and secure online, because systems would automatically protect them from threats such as malware, phishing, and account hijacking. That is, a “human-in-the-loop” would not be necessary. While we are making significant gains towards this goal—many software updates are now applied automatically, email threat detection to recognize scams has vastly improved, and browser and device fingerprinting is used to discover potentially compromised accounts—that is not yet the world in which we live. As a result, users are still expected to perform certain security actions manually. Some of the most prevalent and critical actions are applying system updates and using two-factor authentication. Recent qualitative studies have attempted to explain why these very effective security precautions are often resisted by end-users [e.g., 11]. One of the common findings is that many users are generally unopposed to taking these security measures. Yet, because they are asked at inopportune times, they decline in the moment and then later forget to revisit those decisions. This effect has previously been observed for smartphone locking [21] as well as applying software updates [e.g., 73, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81].  

The above examples illustrate that often, users are not necessarily resistant to performing security tasks in the general sense, but instead are opposed to doing them at the moment in which they are first asked. While the secondary nature of security mitigations is relatively well documented and a considerable variety of approaches have been explored to overcome this (see, e.g., 31, for a survey of the usable security literature), few have examined ways to actually solve this problem using theories from behavioral economics and without simply hiding security tasks from the user. Due to the limits of current technology, there is still (and probably will always be) a minimum set of security actions that users must perform themselves. Thus, in the interim, new methods of nudging users towards engaging with security are needed.  

In this paper, we therefore present the results of two online studies, aiming to explore options to reduce the effects of primary task interference. Researchers in psychology and behavioral economics have observed that people opt to delay long-term benefits in favor of short-term gains. This phenomenon, called present bias, indicates an individual’s tendency to discount future outcomes in favor of present values and therefore to prefer immediate gratification over delayed utility. We posit that important security decisions are put off by users when being interrupted, because their decision making suffers from present bias. In the digital realm, Acquisti [10] has shown this to repeatedly impact privacy decision-
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4In this paper, we make no attempt to define what this minimum set of security actions might be.
Commitment devices involve rewards and punishments: Alice gives a check for $100 to a friend to hold in escrow; if she quits smoking by her target date, the check is destroyed, but if not, the friend mails it to a disagreeable charity. These types of commitment devices have been shown to be effective at changing behaviors such as curbing procrastination, saving more for retirement, and donating to charity [4, 31, 63].

Similar commitment nudges have started appearing in desktop software: both the most recent versions of Windows and Mac OS allow users to schedule system updates to be applied in the future (i.e., pre-committing to a time of installation). However, we are unaware of any rigorously controlled experiments to measure the effects of these interventions, systematically improve them, and apply these principles to other security behaviors.

In this paper, we therefore report the results of two exploratory online experiments with more than 1,000 participants total. As a first step in this research area, we examine the circumstances under which commitment nudges induce a behavioral intent to improve security behaviors and how such nudges compare to other existing security decision-making interfaces. For the purposes of our research, we have identified a set of security actions that experts currently agree are important for end-users to perform [44, 61]: applying system updates, enabling two-factor authentication, and configuring automatic backups. Study 1 shows that, a commitment nudge (scheduling) can reduce the intentions to ignore the request to enable automatic updates by 15%, and a reminder can reduce such intentions by about 70%, for users who do not have automatic updates enabled. Study 2 shows that adding a reminder option reduced the willingness to ignore manual security update installation by about 50% for Windows and by about 75% for Mac users. Adding an option to commit to installing the update in the future reduced stated ignore rates by about 30% for Windows users and by about 45% for Mac users. While reminders and commitments were not effective at promoting the use of automatic backup tools, they were effective for promoting two-factor authentication (2FA): reminders halved the intentions to ignore (similarly for Windows and Mac users), and commitments showed a similar effect on Windows users, but no effect on Mac users’ willingness to enable 2FA.

2 Related Work

Recent work in computer security has examined ways to improve user compliance with computer security mechanisms. For example, through better comprehension and usability of notices and controls [17, 29, 26, 53, 63]; advice on strong password composition [73, 47, 24]; use of memory-augmentation tools, such as password managers [58, 32]; and deployment of behavioral nudges [8, 17, 6]. Yet, even when users understand the importance of good security behaviors, they still do not always act accordingly [32, 31].

For example, applying software updates is one of the most common security practices users are regularly asked to perform; when promptly installed, they minimize attack surfaces [11, 52]. However, in practice people often avoid, delay, or skip updating their software [71, 74, 58, 18]. Research shows that users often have very rational reasons for declining to perform this important security activity; it may be related to confusion and annoyance [26]; fear of unanticipated user interface changes and satisfaction with the current software version [72, 18, 17]; concerns about reputation, resources usage, bugs, and disruption [74, 18, 17]; misunderstanding or underestimation of the benefits, threats, and consequences, over-estimation of skills or time required for the update, and lack of such skills or time [74, 18, 17]. These seemingly rational reasons aside, there are many users who are fully aware of the importance of software updates and other security protective measures, who are hesitant to implement them [65]. Therefore, notifications alone, even when designed well, and when noticed and understood, are not always enough to trigger the desired behavioral change. Although the theories of planned behavior [6], reasoned action [27, 18], and protection motivation [57, 18] predict strong influence of attitudes on behavioral change, such con-
sequentialistic approaches do not always hold in real life. The misalignment between attitudes and actual conduct has been widely documented in privacy research as the “privacy paradox” \[10, 11, 16, 66, 80\]: people claim to value privacy, but then appear to not act accordingly. Research similarly suggests the existence of a “security paradox”: people report high computer security concerns and state that they want to remain secure \[72\], yet are often resistant to performing the necessary actions \[39, 71, 66\]. Others have suggested that this is because security is seen as a secondary task, often interfering with a primary task \[19, 20, 50\]. We hold that this is an example of present bias.

2.1 Present Bias Theory

A useful framework to explore the observed gap between intentions and behaviors, and specifically why people fail to execute their plans, can be found in the research on time inconsistency, a phenomenon that has been studied by economists and psychologists for decades (for a review, see \[10\]). People are assumed to be present biased: they prefer immediate gratification over delayed utility, and therefore, they discount future outcomes in favor of present values \[12, 32\]. Due to this time preference, individuals tend to anticipate rewards and delay costs, and as a consequence, they procrastinate the activities that require salient costs and expedite the activities that presume salient benefits \[52\]. This presents a difficulty for inter-temporal choices, when costs and benefits happen at different moments in time. A classic example of this is saving for retirement, wherein individuals face the cost of not consuming a portion of income today in order to receive it in the future. As the utility from consuming this portion of income “today” always exceeds its “tomorrow” utility, the perfectly present-biased person ends up saving nothing. A similar situation frequently occurs when making security decisions: taking a security action often interrupts the workflow (cost) to protect against a future danger (benefit).

O’Donoghue et al. \[59\] present commitment devices as one possible mechanism for overcoming present bias. Commitment devices represent sophisticated attempts at self-control, for example, by limiting access (e.g., buying small packages of sweets, or locking up a mini-bar with alcohol), increasing sunk costs (e.g., purchasing an annual gym subscription), or setting up clear promises (e.g., college savings accounts).

2.1.1 Commitment Devices

Dual-self models describe the inter-temporal choice dilemma as a conflict between short- and long-run selves, where the long-run, or future, self is not able to hold the preferences or execute the plan of the short-run, or present, self \[71\]. Commitment strategies are often called upon to mitigate the conflict between short- and long-run selves. In a broad sense, Bryan et al. \[15\], p.1 define commitment devices as “an arrangement entered into by an individual with the aim of helping fulfill a plan for future behavior that would otherwise be difficult.”

Commitments can operate through the restriction of a future choice set or setting up a penalty for not fulfilling the goal and a reward for its achievement. The model of Bisin and Hyndman \[12\] predicts that commitment devices based on gratification are stronger than ones based on penalties, because the cost and probability of not completing the task are lower, when deadline is farther away in time.

Gratification and punishment may be economic (hard commitments) and/or psychological (soft commitments) \[17\]. An example of a hard commitment device is a Save More Tomorrow (SMArT) plan, which allows employees to increase retirement savings via a pre-commitment to contribute to it as part of their future income \[10\]. A similar idea was successfully applied to charitable giving as well \[13\]. In contrast, publicly declaring a goal to complete a task serves as a soft commitment, because failure to achieve it entails primarily psychological consequences of disappointment or shame. These soft commitments of promises and goal-setting are considered the most natural yet effective way to commit \[32\].

Deadlines are another popular form of commitment device against procrastination. A study by Ariely and Wertensbroch \[4\] found that students who had a deadline performed better in delivery of the papers than those who did not. Moreover, the group, on whom the deadline was exogenously imposed, performed better than the group who was flexible to choose the deadlines themselves. Instead of hard deadlines, limiting the frequency of when the action can be submitted decreases procrastination and improves the overall success rate, through the increased cost of delay \[59\].

2.1.2 Present Bias in the Security Domain

The manifestation of present bias in the security domain is related to the common dominance of primary user task over security protective tasks. That is, security is almost never a primary task \[13, 20, 50\]; people do not sit down at the computer specifically
to “not get phished,” “not get infected,” or otherwise “do security.” Even when users become aware of a potential security hazard, they are likely to see the risks as being in the future. Hence, at the moment of interaction with the computer, current needs are closer in time than the future risks, and the aspiration to complete the primary task exceeds the willingness to comply with the security recommendations, which are seen as inconveniences. Economically speaking, the value of current need exceeds the value of future need. As with time, the order of primary and secondary needs is unlikely to change, different user tasks will always take priority over security activities.

We have observed examples of present bias in recent research. While interviewing smartphone users to understand why they do not securely lock their device screens (e.g., with a PIN or fingerprint), several participants indicated a desire to, but were asked at inconvenient times, so declined in the moment, thereby leaving their devices in insecure states. Similarly, when examining why home users disabled automatic updates, several security-conscious users claimed that they wanted to exert more control over their systems. However, they later forgot to follow through with these actions, leaving their systems vulnerable.

Some present bias can be eliminated by simply automating security tasks, thereby taking them out of users’ hands: automatically applying software updates increases installation rates and improves computers’ immunity against attacks. However, forced updates exogenously transposition the order of user tasks, unexpectedly preventing the user from continuing a primary activity. This naturally leads to confusion, irritation, and dissatisfaction, such as a wave of indignation that followed the Windows 10 automatic update. Apart from destroying users’ workflows at potentially critical moments, automatic updates may undermine user trust in the long term. For example, one-third of the participants in the study of Mathur and Chetty had disabled automatic updates, and these users were more likely to have had past negative experiences with updates. Moreover, keeping the user out of the loop removes control and leads to further divergence of mental models.

Instead of automating security tasks, many systems require users’ manual intervention but provide an opportunity to revisit the decision later. One example of such solution is Apple’s “remind me later” option: when users are prompted with software update messages, they are given an opportunity to postpone the decision for later. Although generally this feature may produce considerable improvement in computer and smartphone security, this approach also precludes interruption of the user’s workflow, making some users unhappy with this type of reminder. In response to the query, “Apple remind me later update,” Google produces 9 out of 10 results describing how to “disable,” “get rid of,” “stop,” or “turn off” this “annoying” feature. Qualitative data by Fagan et al. provides further evidence: one user in their study mentioned that “the option to be asked later is the most annoying [...] because it will continually pop up.” However, the message continues to pop up because the user continues to delay the action. Therefore, reminders may not always be effective in reducing present bias.

An alternative approach to reminding is to schedule the software update for a certain time in the future. Similar to the results by Ariely and Wertenbroch, without changing the decision space, scheduling could play the role of a commitment device and lead to lower number of delaying events and higher compliance rates. Recently, Windows introduced such a scheduling feature, along with nudges, also inspired by behavioral science and psychology, such as a default option (“Upgrade now” with highlighted “OK” button), and social pressure (“Over 300 million people have already upgraded”).

Research on persuasion profiling theory suggests that persuasive mechanisms constructed for one goal in a certain domain generally applies to other goals within the same domain. Therefore, the methodology of commitment devices discussed for the case of security updates may be extended to other security-enhancing solutions as well, such as use of two-factor authentication or automatic data backups, which we
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also explore in our study.

Overall, commitment devices have been proven to be a powerful instrument for overcoming present bias by aligning the behavior of the busy “present self” with the intentions of the security-conscious “future self.” Despite preliminary adoption in certain security contexts, such as installing system updates, we are unaware that anyone has rigorously evaluated these approaches to gauge their effectiveness and determine ways in which they could be improved. Thus, our research aims to explore various forms of nudges, including commitment device, to evaluate which ones show the most promise in changing user security behaviors and decreasing present bias. In this study we start from testing the nudges that are currently used by the major software companies.

3 Study 1

Based on the prior literature on present bias and the effects of commitment devices in other domains, we decided to conduct an exploratory study to examine the effects of commitment devices on users’ willingness to apply automatic software updates. We specifically examined whether users’ willingness to enable automatic updates increases when they are given an option to make that change in the future, rather than in the moment. That is, our hypothesis was that when given the option to either act in the moment or not at all, many users will likely choose the latter option due to present bias (i.e., not wanting to enable automatic updates because it would interfere with a primary task). However, when given an option to reconsider the decision again in the future, we hypothesized that fewer users will outright decline to enable automatic updates, instead opting to revisit the decision at some point in the future. Recent versions of Windows (Figure 2a) and Mac OS (Figure 2b) present users with similar options. Based on the prior literature, as well as the current Windows dialogue, we also aimed to explore whether an option to be reminded of a pending decision may cause a different response than an option to actually commit to an action even though it will be executed at a later point in time.

To answer this question, we sampled 300 participants (42.3% females, Mean age = 34.16, SD = 11.15) from Prolific Academic, which is an online research participant recruitment platform.6 We asked participants to imagine that while they were working on their computers, they received the following message: “Enabling Automatic Updates will make sure your operating system is always up-to-date and protected from malicious attacks, viruses or malware.”

Next, we asked them the following question: “Assuming you don’t have automatic updates enabled on your computer currently, what would you do next?” The response options varied according to three randomly assigned conditions and were presented as a survey-style question. In the control group, the options were to either ignore the message or enable automatic updates. In the Commit condition, the options were identical to the Control, with the exception of a third option to set auto-updates to be enabled “one week from today.” In the Reminder condition, the third option was replaced with a request to be reminded again in a week (rather than committing to applying the change in a week). We also asked participants whether they currently had auto-updates enabled on their computers, in order to control for their prior experiences and attitudes towards automatic updates.

3.1 Results

Figure 3 shows the percentage of participants in each condition who chose to ignore the message, reported
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willness to enable auto-updates now, or pledge to do so in the future (by either committing or setting a reminder). About 53% of participants reported to have auto-updates already enabled, and this question showed a significant interaction with the condition ($\chi^2(4) = 45.73, p < .001$). Thus, we split our analyses between participants who had vs. did not have auto-updates already enabled.

**Commitment Condition** As can be seen, among those who did not have auto-updates enabled, giving users the option to commit to enabling auto-updates in the future reduced the willingness to ignore from 90.9% to 79.2%, as 12.5% of participants in the Commit condition expressed the intention to enable auto-updates in a week ($\chi^2(4) = 39.85, p < .001$). This reduction did not significantly change the proportion of participants, who said they would enable auto-updates right now.

For participants who already have auto-updates enabled on their computers, we found that 26.2% expressed the intention to commit, when that option was given, and it reduced rates of “Ignore” choices from 28.6% to 19%. This time, however, there was a significant reduction in the share of participants willing to enable auto-updates now, from 71.4% in the control condition to 54.8% in the Commit condition ($\chi^2(4) = 16.72, p = .002$).

**Reminder Condition** The reminder option was, not surprisingly, more attractive than the commitment option among those who reported not having auto-updates already enabled (50% chose it compared to 12.5% who chose the commitment option). Among these participants, the reminder option actually increased the percentage of those who were willing to update now to 15.8% (compared to 9.1% in the control group). However, it was less attractive among participants who claimed to already have auto-updates enabled (14.5% chose it compared to 26.2% who chose the commitment option). Amongst these participants, the reminder option did not reduce the percentage of those who were willing to update now.

**Summary** The results of this study suggest that committing to enable auto-updates in the future (in one week) could be an attractive option, sometimes even more so than setting a simple reminder. Overall, 18.9% of all participants who were given that option opted for it, and among those who already had auto-updates enabled (but imagined they did not), it was slightly more popular than setting a reminder. Importantly, introduction of the commitment option reduced the intention to ignore the message for both groups, and it reduced the rates of those willing to enable auto-updates now only for those who reported already having auto-updates enabled.

The results of Study 1 demonstrate that one technique for mitigating present bias, commitment devices, show potential for increasing users’ compliance with software update notifications. In this experiment, when presented with commitment option, the number of participants who expressed intention to completely reject the security task decreased. This encouraged us to run the second study to better inform future designs of these nudges.

## 4 Study 2

The most salient question is whether the translation of a stated behavioral intent to actual behavior will be any different between the reminder and commitment conditions. Before we can address this central research question in our future studies, we decided to first refine our nudge design, as studying behavior instead of behavioral intent will require a more complex and resource-intensive study design.

Building upon the results of Study 1, in Study 2 we aim at answering three key questions: (1) Will participants become less likely to ignore the security recommendation, if the point in time when the event takes place better fits their schedules? (2) Can reminder and commitment nudges be effective across various security behavior scenarios? And (3) do users of the two major operating systems – Windows and
Mac OS – react differently to such nudges?

To address this goal, we designed several nudges that can be applied towards addressing several end-user security behaviors that experts agree are important [e.g., 39], but require user action because they cannot yet be completely automated: applying operating system security updates, enrolling in two-factor authentication (2FA), and configuring automatic backups. We performed a hypothetical online experiment, similar to Study 1, to evaluate how our commitment and reminder nudges impact participants’ stated willingness to comply with the requested security actions. In contrast to Study 1, Study 2 considers manual updates instead of automatic, it includes two additional security behavior scenarios, the timing options are not predefined but open-ended (participants propose the time for reminder or future installation themselves), people already engaged in certain security behaviors (e.g., automatic backups or 2FA) are screened out, and we also distinguish between the groups of Windows and Mac users.

4.1 Experimental design

We deployed the 3 (Control vs. Reminder vs. Commitment) x 3 (Update vs. Backups vs. 2FA) between-subject design. We sampled participants among users of both major operating systems — Mac OS and Windows — to compare the effects. We asked participants to imagine that after finishing this study, they received a message on the screen of their personal computer (the Updates and Backups scenarios) or in the browser (the 2FA scenario). These scenarios were chosen to increase the realism of the role playing task.

Next, we showed the participants a screenshot of the message (Figure 4) and asked: “Among the following, what option would you click in response to this message in a real situation?” In the Update scenario, the message said: “A security update is available. Installing this update will protect your computer from attackers.” In the Backups scenario, the message said: “The automatic backup tool is available. It will provide 50GB of free virtual storage space and protect from data loss due to malicious software.” In the 2FA scenario, the message said: “Two-step verification for your Amazon Mechanical Turk account is available. It will add an extra layer of security because no one will be able to access your account if the password alone is compromised.” We chose to use Mturk account for the 2FA scenario because we are sure that all subjects in our population have it, and because it contains personal and financial information (for some Mturk workers it is even a main source of income), therefore, Mturk account is subject to serious security, privacy, and financial loss risks.

![Image](a) Update scenario, Control condition, Mac.

![Image](b) Backups scenario, Commitment condition, Windows.

![Image](c) 2FA scenario, Reminder condition, Windows.

Figure 4: Examples of the messages shown to the survey respondents.

The response options varied according to three randomly-assigned conditions. In the control group, the options were either to ignore the message or to install updates, enable automatic backups, or 2FA. In the Commitment condition, the options were identical to the Control, with the exception of a third option to pick a time to install updates, enable automatic backups, or enable 2FA in the future. In the Reminder condition, the third option was replaced with a request to be reminded again in the future.

7We resized the images in the paper for the sake of space economy. In all conditions full-size screenshots were shown to the participants.
(rather than committing to applying the change). If participants chose the third option, we asked them to specify, in an open-ended manner, when they would prefer to receive a reminder or to apply the change. Then, we asked respondents to explain, again in an open-ended manner, why they selected each option, and what circumstances would make them more likely to choose a different one. Finally, we surveyed participants’ basic demographic information, and responses to a computer expertise scale [34] and the Security Behavior Intentions Scale (SeBIS) [22].

4.2 Results

We recruited 903 respondents among Mac and Windows users on Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), and randomly assigned them to one of the 9 experimental conditions (Table 1). We told participants that the study is about basic computer use preferences to not prime them to think about computer security specifically or induce self-selection bias. We screened out 108 participants who reported automatic computer backups and respondents who have Amazon two-step verification enabled. However, we did not exclude participants who reported backing up their computers manually, because they may do it irregularly and therefore could also benefit from the behavior change. The resulting sample includes 734 participants (53% females; age between 19 and 84, Mean = 37.78, SD = 12.12) (Table 2).

To estimate main treatment effects, for each scenario, we ran a logit regression with the participants’ responses to the computer message as the dependent variable and two-way interactions between conditions and operating systems. We used two binary variables as dependent variables to represent respondents’ choices of “Install/enable now” (Appendix, Table 1) and “Don’t ask me again” (Appendix, Table 2). We also included age, gender, and corresponding SeBIS subscales as control independent variables. Additionally, we ran tests of proportions, and χ² test or Fisher’s exact test (if numbers of observations in some cells was less than 5), to compare the ratio of specific choices in each condition.

4.2.1 Update scenario

Regression coefficients (Table 3) demonstrate that introduction of the nudges, either the reminder about available computer update or possibility to pick a time to install it in the future, significantly reduces the proportion of people willing to dismiss the message compared to the Control group, especially among participants who use Mac computers. The reminder nudge shows a larger effect size, and therefore has higher potential in improving the eventual installation rate than the commitment nudge (though it is unclear, of course, how many people will actually perform the behavior in the future, upon being reminded). Not surprisingly, people with positive security updating intentions, measured by the SeBIS Updating subscale, tend to choose positive update installation options more often. Age is negatively correlated with the willingness to install updates. Therefore, nudges are expected to be especially useful in increasing computer security amongst the older population and could be specifically targeted to them.

Figure 5: Response distribution in the Update scenario.

www.mturk.com Subjects could participate if they lived in the United States, had previously completed at least 500 tasks, and had an approval rate of at least 95% on MTurk.
Table 1: Number of observations in experimental conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Condition (Windows — Mac)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Reminder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updates</td>
<td>102 (54 — 48)</td>
<td>102 (54 — 48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backups</td>
<td>68 (34 — 34)</td>
<td>60 (32 — 28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Do Not Back Up</td>
<td>37 (20 — 17)</td>
<td>23 (14 — 9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Manually Back Up</td>
<td>31 (14 — 17)</td>
<td>37 (18 — 19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2FA</td>
<td>79 (37 — 42)</td>
<td>80 (42 — 38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>249 (125 — 124)</td>
<td>242 (128 — 114)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Respondents’ demographic information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>14.85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>33.65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-44</td>
<td>26.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45-54</td>
<td>12.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>9.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>2.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>45.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>52.86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0.54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>0.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma or less</td>
<td>6.32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college but no degree</td>
<td>19.23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associate’s degree</td>
<td>11.81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor’s degree</td>
<td>42.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>17.58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral degree</td>
<td>2.34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

responses among Mac users ($p = .001$ in the Reminder condition, and $p = .029$ in the Commitment condition), but not Windows users ($p = .086$ in Reminder, and $p = .202$ in Commitment conditions). One explanation is that in the Control condition people had to choose essentially between two options—positive and negative. In the treatment groups, they had one negative choice (to dismiss the message forever) and two positive choices (either installing immediately or some time in the future). Therefore, naturally, the decisions of people, who are generally supportive of the proposed security practice, split between two positive categories based on their more nuanced preferences. Moreover, when the reminder or scheduling option was not offered, some participants could have chosen the “Install now” option because they may have anticipated a possibility to forget about it later. In the presence of such options, choosing “Remind me later” or “Pick a time” better corresponded to the preferences of these participants. We discuss this observation further and corroborate it with quotations from respondents’ open-ended answers in Section 6.

A comparison of Windows and Mac users’ responses reveals that the latter are less likely to dismiss the message about available updates in all conditions. Specifically, Mac users choose the “Don’t ask me again” option less often than Windows users in the Control ($p = .0186$), Reminder ($p = .0256$), and Commitment ($p = .0235$) conditions. Mac users are also more likely to choose “Install now” in the Control condition (Appendix, Table 4). Additionally, they are more favorable to the reminders than Windows users: they chose the “Remind me later” option more often than Windows users ($p = .006; \chi^2(2) = 7.54; Pr = .023$).

One potential explanation is that Windows displays notifications more frequently than Mac OS. For instance, in the past 10 years, Mac OS was releasing, on average, about 6 major security updates per year [8], compared to at least 12 Windows security updates, which happen every month [50]. Moreover, while Windows often offers an option to dismiss as a response to their messages (e.g., “Dismiss”, “Cancel”, “X”, “Do not notify me again” buttons (Figure 2a)), Apple usually does not provide such an option in their messages. Therefore, Mac users may simply believe that the option to dismiss in our study is synonymous with asking them again tomorrow (Figure 2b).

In comparison to Study 1, the rate of users who choose to ignore the message in Commitment condition appears lower (even though Study 1 was about enabling automatic updates and Study 2 was about installing a specific update). This indicates that the point in time for which a commitment is demanded needs to be selected with care in order for such nudges to be effective. We will explore this aspect in more
In summary, we conclude that both Reminder and Commitment nudges are effective in increasing the willingness to install updates, though the Reminder has a stronger effect than the Commitment. While these findings are true for both user groups, the impact is stronger on Mac users. Of course, the differences between the Reminder and Commitment conditions are unclear for behavior change: 100% of the users who commit to the behavior will ultimately perform the behavior, whereas a non-zero number of those being reminded may ask to be reminded ad infinitum—effectively never performing the behavior—or may outright dismiss a future reminder. We also found that older users tend to dismiss software update messages more often than younger users. Therefore, nudges targeted to this population could be especially useful in increasing their security.

4.2.2 Backups scenario

The first regression model (Backups(1) in Table 3) revealed that the Reminder nudge is effective in decreasing the willingness to dismiss the message about automatic backup tool for Mac users. Participants, who already back up manually are also less likely to dismiss the message, than those, who currently do not do backups. Among Windows users, Commitment nudge demonstrates negative effect on the willingness to choose “Enable now” option (Backups(1) in Table 4). We ran two additional regressions, separately for the participants, who do not back up their computers at all, and those who back them up manually (Backups(2) and (3) in Table 3 and Table 4). For simplicity, we further separately analyze these two subgroups.

**Currently do not back up** We found that none of the nudges was significantly effective in driving the dismissing choices down to the respondents, who do not back up their computers (Backups(2) in Table 4). Figure 6a illustrates the distribution of responses. Even assuming all users who chose a Reminder or Commitment option eventually enable the automatic backups in real life, the overall compliance rate would not significantly outperform the baseline. More importantly, introduction of the Reminder to Mac users \( (p = .0069; \text{Fisher’s exact: } Pr = .001) \) and Commitment nudge to Windows users \( (p = .0274; \text{Fisher’s exact: } Pr = .043) \) dropped their willingness to immediately enable automatic backups to zero.\(^9\) Ninety-five percent of the Windows users among our respondents chose “Don’t ask me again” in the Commitment condition, without giving it a second chance.

Generally, among respondents, who do not back up their computers, Windows users chose to dismiss the message about an available automatic backup tool more often than Mac users in the Control \( (p = .0365; \text{Fisher’s exact: } Pr = .047) \) and Commitment \( (p = .0009; \text{Fisher’s exact: } Pr = .001) \) conditions.

**Currently manually back up** For users who currently back up their computers manually, regression coefficients did not reveal significant treatment effects on the willingness to dismiss the message (Backups(3) in Table 4). Introduction of the Reminder did not significantly change the proportion of “Enable now” choices for either user groups (for Windows \( p = .178,\)

\(^9\)This explains omitted regression coefficients for these effects in Backups(2) model in Table 4 of the Appendix.)

![Figure 6: Backups scenario response distribution.](image-url)
for Mac $p = .09$). However, introduction of the Commitment nudge significantly decreased the proportion of “Enable now” choices for Windows users (Backups(3) in Table 3; test of proportions: $p = .005$), but not for Mac users ($p = .16$).

Comparing the responses of Mac and Windows users overall in this subgroup, we found that Mac users are more favorable to “Remind me later” ($p = .0113$) and “Pick a time” ($p = .0109$) options than Windows users. In the Reminder condition, they also tend to dismiss the message less often than Windows users ($p = .0004$; Fisher’s exact: $Pr = .001$).

Therefore, we conclude that the examined nudges are not effective in increasing the willingness to install an automatic backup tool, and might even decrease it.

### 4.2.3 Two-factor authentication scenario

The regression model shows that the Reminder is an effective nudge in decreasing the willingness to dismiss the request to enroll in 2FA for users of both major operating systems (with a larger effect on Windows users), while the Commitment nudge only has a significant impact on Windows users’ intentions (Table 3). As can be seen in Figure 7, a reminder reduced the ignore rates from 70 to 33 percent for Windows users ($p = .000; \chi^2(2) = 19.85; Pr = .000$), and from 64 to 34 percent for Mac users ($p = .007; \chi^2(2) = 25.67; Pr = .000$). A commitment nudge was also effective among Windows users, reducing ignore rates to 29 percent ($p = .000; \chi^2(2) = 16.2; Pr = .000$), but not so among Mac users, of which 58 percent still chose to ignore the message ($p = .529; \chi^2(2) = 8.28; Pr = .016$). Introduction of the Reminder and Commitment nudges did not significantly change the proportion of “Enable now” choices for either user groups (Table 3). Positive intentions to generate secure passwords in general (as measured by the eBIS Password subscale) are correlated with the reported tendency to add an extra layer of security to one’s online account.

2FA is the only scenario in our experiment in which there was no significant difference between the choices of Windows and Mac users in the Control and Reminder conditions. This may be evidence of the efficacy of the role playing scenarios, as this was the only condition where the message was displayed in a browser window instead of the desktop of the operating system.

Figure 7: Response distribution in the 2FA scenario.

We conclude that reminders have potential to effectively increase 2FA adoption among users of all major operating systems, while the Commitment nudge is expected to be effective in improving the intention to enroll in 2FA among Windows users.

### 5 Discussion

Our online experiments revealed that offering users an opportunity to delay or schedule a security action for a future time often increases their stated willingness to accept the proposed security behavior (or rather, decreases the likelihood of them dismissing it outright). Reminders demonstrated a greater potential in improving security intentions than commitment devices. However, their effects differ across user groups and security behaviors. In this section, we offer interpretation and implications for our findings and discuss viable ways for improving nudges and commitment devices as means for mitigation of present bias in the security domain.

#### 5.1 Decreasing Immediate Action

In most conditions, we noticed a “side effect” of the nudges – although they decreased the overall negative response rate (i.e., share of “Don’t ask me again” choices), they also drove the proportion of “now” choices down. As we mentioned in Section 4.2.1, introduction of the second positive option generated

---


---
a split between people with positive security intentions into those willing to act immediately and those who prefer to defer the security action until later. Anecdotally, open-ended responses appear to support this explanation: several participants in the control condition noted that their choices of “now” options were driven by the fear of forgetting about it later. Similarly, other participants noted that they “would consider in the future but in this moment [...] most likely wouldn’t take the time to set it up right now.” For example, P37 in the Update-Control condition wrote: “I would forget about doing it at a later time if I didn’t choose to do it right away.”

Therefore, restricting users’ choices may be a double-edged sword: it is possible that the presence of an option to delay may make those who would otherwise act in the moment to procrastinate. In our future work, we will try to address this issue. For example, increasing the “behavioral cost” of procrastination (i.e., manipulating the choice architecture so that “install now” option is easier and more attractive than delaying option) could be one way to mitigate the negative impact of nudges on the immediate action options.

5.2 Timing Is Important

In our second study, we intentionally did not impose a fixed delay option in the Reminder and Commitment conditions. Instead, we allowed participants to specify when they would like to receive a reminder or pick a time for future security action in an open-ended manner. As already noted in Section 5.2.1, the fraction of participants choosing the reminder and commitment options appeared to increase between Studies 1 and 2. We hypothesize that this is because when being able to select a time that fits, instead of choosing from a predefined set of options, participants were more easily able to choose these options.

A brief inspection of the open-ended responses also hints at this effect: while many respondents indicate the preferred delay in terms of time (e.g., “tomorrow,” “in 1 hour,” “at 2am”), roughly a third of participants who chose these options specified conditions when it might be more convenient for them (e.g., “When I’m done using my PC for the day,” “Next time I log in”).

These findings have several practical implications for future nudge designs. First, when people are asked to find a slot to schedule an action or reminder, they may simply have no suitable time in mind. Then, showing them too many time-related options may confuse and annoy them, leading to a decision to dismiss the message altogether. A heuristic-based— as opposed to time-based—option to defer a decision may better address the preferences of this group of users, reduce their negative emotions, and avoid formation of general negative attitudes to these kind of messages. Second, providing more information about how much time the process will take would also help to plan ahead and schedule the activity properly. Alternatively, a non-action option, e.g., simply letting the message hang on unobtrusively or be moved around desktop as a post-it sticker until the user has time to deal with it, could also be a solution.

Prior work on user interruptions and a thorough inspection of our own qualitative data will provide insights into how to best design these intuitive options and account for contextual factors [e.g., 67, 45, 33, 13, 15, 53, 57, 16, 61], which is a subject for future work.

5.3 Nudges Do Not Always Work

We found that the nudges we used were least (and in some cases even negatively) effective in the Backups scenario. One reason for this effect could be that while security updates and 2FA provide explicit protection against security risks, automatic backups may have less straightforward implications for reducing security risks from the ordinary user’s perspective, and therefore elicit low willingness to enable them for the reasons not related to timing. For instance, a perceived lack of importance of local files, and therefore low interest in protecting them, may also lead to users’ unwillingness to install a back up tool.

Additionally, a few participants’ comments hint at negative prior experience with spam-like messaging that prevented them from complying with the request for enabling automatic backups, as the dialogue seemed “almost like an advertisement. I’d have to scan my PC viruses afterwards.” We thus hypothesize that security behaviors that include installing software or enabling a third-party product cannot be easily nudged, as additional barriers come into play. This too, is an area for future study.

5.4 Mac and Windows Users Behave Differently

Finally, we noticed that in most conditions Windows users were more likely to dismiss security recommendation messages than Mac users. As speculated in Section 5.2.1, Windows seems to show more notification dialogues and may hence cause habituation and/or fatigue with regards to similar requests. More research should be done in understanding this difference, addressing implicit concerns, and customization
of messages to both populations of software users.

There is also a possibility that Windows users trust their software company less Mac users. For instance, one participant said that he believes that “malware ... doesn’t often happen on a Mac.” Another participant believed that usually Apple products are not “getting attacked by viruses. This is why I own an Apple.” We plan to investigate this potential explanation further.

5.5 Limitations and Future Research

The main limitation of our study is its hypothetical nature, as we measured users’ stated willingness to engage in certain behaviors, but did not observe consequential, actual behavior. However, in line with prior decision-making research, our results show that commitment nudges do change computer security intentions, which are a precursor to behavior change [7]. Moreover, to bring our scenarios closer to real life, we presented participants with screenshots of the messages rather than describing the situation in a purely textual form. We acknowledge that intentions may be overestimated with respect to actual behavioral rates, but in this paper we focus on the comparison of relative effectiveness of the nudges. Therefore, while in absolute terms the actual compliance rates may differ from the estimated intentions, we believe that the general relative trends observed in our hypothetical study are likely to hold in real life. We plan to further develop and test various nudges in more realistic settings with rich contextual ambiance in the future longitudinal field experiment.

On the other hand, we would like to emphasize the advantage (and even, in our view, important prerequisite) of running hypothetical studies on the early stages of designing and testing a large variety of messages in a safe environment. Despite the positive intention to improve the cyber-security behaviors, our findings reveal that mis-targeted or poorly designed nudges not only can be ineffective, but even harmful. For instance, Windows is actively experimenting with A/B-testing of their security messages, manipulating wording, design, and choice architecture. In the real world, poorly targeted nudges may increase users’ vulnerability and actual security risks. Therefore, we warn researchers and practitioners to attentively consider nudge design and thoroughly test them in safe environments before the full-scale implementation, or even small pilot field trials.

Regression analysis revealed lower willingness to install updates among older respondents in our hypothetical scenarios. Therefore, researchers and practitioners should be especially attentive to the inclination of a diverse population in their testing to address their concerns and control for the potentially adverse effects of their nudges, especially on sensitive populations, such as children or older users.

We believe that compliance with security recommendations is time-sensitive: for instance, the longer the delay in applying software updates (or enrolling in 2FA, configuring automatic backups, etc.), the longer the devices are vulnerable to attacks and the larger are the potential losses. Therefore, we believe that researchers should not only try to increase the overall engagement with certain security activities (when they cannot be automated), but they should also decrease the time it takes for users to comply. In our analysis we calculate the upper bound of treatment effects on the willingness to perform security task, under assumption of a 100% compliance rate upon receiving the reminder or scheduled prompt. In the real world, users may renege on their pledge (e.g., dismissing the message upon being reminded in the future) or continue to procrastinate indefinitely. Therefore, in future research we will test the number and duration of repeating delays and actual compliance rate in a longitudinal fashion.

Windows currently offers users to install the available updates immediately, “snooze” until later, or schedule the installation for the future (“pick a time”). After testing each nudge separately, we will also consider testing the interaction effect of multiple nudges presented to the user simultaneously, as nudges may have adversary effects.

6 Conclusions

We performed an online study to test the effectiveness of reminders and commitment nudges in improving users’ intentions to engage in cyber-security behaviors by reducing the present bias effect. As a first step in exploring this application of behavioral economics to computer security domain, we found that both Reminder and Commitment nudges have the potential to increase willingness to engage in beneficial computer security behaviors up to 85%. However, at the same time, introducing nudging options decreased the fraction of users reported willingness to take immediate action, effectively placing a bet on this stated intention translating to actual behavior at a later point in time. Our results also show that commitment devices may not be equally successful in nudging users towards all security behaviors, as we were unable to establish positive effects for enabling automatic backups. Furthermore, we posit that current nudging dialogues may not live up to their full
potential, as the timing options offered to users may be too rigid.

In future work, we will establish whether or not this gamble will pay off after using our results to improve the security messages designs currently used by major software companies. We will test which nudges not only increase the overall compliance rate, but also reduce the delay period. As an ultimate goal of our research agenda, we will run longitudinal and field studies to test behavioral outcomes of commitment nudges in realistic settings.
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## Appendix

Table 3: Logit regression on the respondents’ choices of “Don’t ask me again” (0 - no, 1 - yes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>2FA</th>
<th>Backups (1)</th>
<th>Backups (2)</th>
<th>Backups (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control × Windows (baseline)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control × Mac</td>
<td>-1.434**</td>
<td>-0.146</td>
<td>-0.202</td>
<td>-1.188</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-2.40,-0.47]</td>
<td>[-1.13,0.84]</td>
<td>[-1.31,0.90]</td>
<td>[-2.75,0.37]</td>
<td>[-0.74,2.73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder × Windows</td>
<td>-2.430***</td>
<td>-1.774***</td>
<td>-0.647</td>
<td>-1.622+</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-3.39,-1.46]</td>
<td>[-2.77,-0.78]</td>
<td>[-1.76,0.47]</td>
<td>[-3.28,0.04]</td>
<td>[-1.15,2.07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder × Mac</td>
<td>-3.819***</td>
<td>-1.530**</td>
<td>-1.944**</td>
<td>-1.766+</td>
<td>-1.720+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-4.99,-2.65]</td>
<td>[-2.54,-0.52]</td>
<td>[-3.20,-0.68]</td>
<td>[-3.67,0.13]</td>
<td>[-3.59,0.15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment × Windows</td>
<td>-1.673***</td>
<td>-1.628**</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>1.538</td>
<td>1.189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-2.64,-0.71]</td>
<td>[-2.65,-0.61]</td>
<td>[-0.22,2.25]</td>
<td>[-0.82,3.90]</td>
<td>[-0.60,2.97]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment × Mac</td>
<td>-2.552***</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>-1.103+</td>
<td>-1.616+</td>
<td>-0.514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-3.57,-1.54]</td>
<td>[-1.38,0.58]</td>
<td>[-2.24,2.03]</td>
<td>[-3.34,1.11]</td>
<td>[-2.14,1.12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.0323*</td>
<td>0.00961</td>
<td>0.00264</td>
<td>-0.0214</td>
<td>0.0259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.01,0.06]</td>
<td>[-0.01,0.03]</td>
<td>[-0.03,0.03]</td>
<td>[-0.07,0.02]</td>
<td>[-0.02,0.07]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.00696</td>
<td>-0.130</td>
<td>-0.346</td>
<td>-0.617</td>
<td>-0.269</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.55,0.53]</td>
<td>[-0.71,0.45]</td>
<td>[-1.04,0.34]</td>
<td>[-1.67,0.44]</td>
<td>[-1.26,0.72]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBIS Updating subscale</td>
<td>-1.350***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-2.00,-0.70]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBIS Password Generation subscale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.571**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.95,-0.19]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBIS Proactive Awareness subscale</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.340***</td>
<td>1.011+</td>
<td>1.360**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.67,2.01]</td>
<td>[-0.03,2.05]</td>
<td>[0.40,2.33]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back up manually</td>
<td>-1.219***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-1.93,-0.51]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>1.398+</td>
<td>2.829*</td>
<td>-1.312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.64,1.80]</td>
<td>[-0.75,1.73]</td>
<td>[-0.03,2.83]</td>
<td>[0.62,5.04]</td>
<td>[-3.33,0.71]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Including those, who do not back | Yes | Yes | No |
| Including those, who back up manually | Yes | No | Yes |
| N                                  | 297 | 234 | 192 | 92 | 100 |
| $\chi^2$                           | 87.13 | 37.30 | 50.55 | 26.59 | 24.51 |

95% confidence intervals in brackets. $^+$ $p < 0.1$, $^*$ $p < 0.05$, $^{**}$ $p < 0.01$, $^{***}$ $p < 0.001$
Table 4: Logit regression on the respondents’ choices of “Install/enable now” (0 - no, 1 - yes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>2FA</th>
<th>Backups (1)</th>
<th>Backups (2)</th>
<th>Backups (3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control × Windows (baseline)</td>
<td>1.809***</td>
<td>0.241</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>1.578⁺</td>
<td>-0.640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.78,2.84]</td>
<td>[-0.74,1.23]</td>
<td>[-0.53,1.61]</td>
<td>[-0.00,3.16]</td>
<td>[-2.32,1.04]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder × Windows</td>
<td>-0.785</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>-0.0323</td>
<td>0.464</td>
<td>-0.866</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-2.08,0.51]</td>
<td>[-0.68,1.27]</td>
<td>[-1.13,1.07]</td>
<td>[-1.24,2.17]</td>
<td>[-2.46,0.73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder × Mac</td>
<td>-0.227</td>
<td>-0.612</td>
<td>-1.238</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1.748⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-1.45,1.00]</td>
<td>[-1.73,0.50]</td>
<td>[-2.71,0.24]</td>
<td>[0.00,0.00]</td>
<td>[-3.59,0.10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment × Windows</td>
<td>-0.330</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>-2.985**</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3.133*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-1.56,0.90]</td>
<td>[-0.30,1.65]</td>
<td>[-5.13,-0.84]</td>
<td>[0.00,0.00]</td>
<td>[-5.55,-0.71]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment × Mac</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>-0.276</td>
<td>-0.306</td>
<td>1.158</td>
<td>-1.600⁺</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.61,1.60]</td>
<td>[-1.31,0.75]</td>
<td>[-1.44,0.83]</td>
<td>[-0.54,2.86]</td>
<td>[-3.30,0.10]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>-0.0142</td>
<td>-0.00653</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.0618⁺</td>
<td>-0.00330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.05,0.02]</td>
<td>[-0.03,0.02]</td>
<td>[0.01,0.06]</td>
<td>[0.01,0.12]</td>
<td>[-0.05,0.05]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.606⁺</td>
<td>-0.190</td>
<td>-0.253</td>
<td>-0.0520</td>
<td>-0.147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-1.29,0.08]</td>
<td>[-0.77,0.39]</td>
<td>[-1.02,0.51]</td>
<td>[-1.29,1.19]</td>
<td>[-1.22,0.93]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScBIS Updating subscale</td>
<td>2.223***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[1.27,3.18]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScBIS Password Generation subscale</td>
<td>0.489⁺</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.10,0.88]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ScBIS Proactive Awareness subscale</td>
<td>-0.891**</td>
<td>-0.269</td>
<td>-1.041*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-1.54,-0.24]</td>
<td>[-1.35,0.82]</td>
<td>[-1.95,-0.13]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back up manually</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.624</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[-0.14,1.39]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-1.210</td>
<td>-0.468</td>
<td>-1.927*</td>
<td>-3.814**</td>
<td>0.505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[-2.68,0.26]</td>
<td>[-1.71,0.77]</td>
<td>[-3.45,-0.40]</td>
<td>[-6.26,-1.37]</td>
<td>[-1.63,2.64]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Including those, who do not back Yes Yes No
Including those, who back up manually Yes No Yes

N | 297 | 234 | 192 | 62 | 100
χ² | 52.38 | 16.97 | 38.24 | 11.33 | 20.44

95% confidence intervals in brackets.⁺ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001